
 

  

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 2000 – ELECTRICAL SOURCES 
  
I refer to your Freedom of Information Act request which was received by East Sussex 
Fire & Rescue Service on 14 February 2018. 
 
Request: 
 
I'm writing in request for information relating to below.  
 

 Statistics covering East Sussex of number of fires total and then fires due to 
electrical source i.e. overheating or electrical failure - list the appliances that 
causes the fires and the makes if possible.  

 Number or percentage of overall fire incidents pertaining to cooking/ appliances/ 
misuse in East Sussex.  

 Information relating to fire instances in the Care Sector? If this is not possible 
please omit it. 

 Temperature range where fire risk is possible - overheating plugs, melting 
wires/connections - Most Heat Sensors trigger from 54C - is this the standard to 
set a Heat Sensor Trigger and is this a regulation? 

 Stats on fires alerted to by heat alarms and smoke alarms separately? 
 How often should Heat alarms be replaced - validity? 
 Is it recommended to have a Smoke Alarm, Heat Alarm and Carbon Monoxide 

sensor in one of several positions in the house? 
 For audible alerts what's the minimum decibel, and what is recommended for 

people with lack of sight or hearing? 
 
I've been looking at the FOI on the internet and came across this for the London area - 
could I have these stats for East Sussex for 2016 or 2017- this will answer some of the 
above questions I feel 

1. The information below is for the calendar year 2010:  

• The number of domestic (dwelling) fires (accidental and deliberate) was: 6,825 
• Public - fatalities due to fire: 50 
• Public - serious injuries due to fire: 700 
• Brigade personnel - fatalities: n/a  

• Brigade personnel - serious injuries due to fire: 7  

2. The main activity that causes accidental fires in dwellings is cooking (37% of all 
dwelling fires). The main appliances therefore that were involved in fires, were 
cookers/incl. oven (also grill/toaster/ring/hot plate). It is not always the actual 
appliance that is the cause of the fire, but also the human action that goes along 
with it. As far as faulty appliances as the actual cause of fire;: 8% of dwelling 
fires occur due to faulty wiring to appliances, and 2% of dwelling fires was 
caused by faulty washing machines. Only 1% of dwelling fires were due to faulty 



 

 

cookers/ovens. All in all, cookers/ovens are involved in 28% of dwelling fires due 
to negligent/incorrect behaviour of the human, faulty appliance or wiring, or 
simply accidental cause of fire during the cooking activity.  

Response: 
 
Please see attached spreadsheet. 
 
 
 



Request

I'm writing in request for information relating to below. 

All data is from April 2016 to March 017

545

5 heat alarms, 367 Smoke alarms

Most manufacturers recommend that smoke and heat alarms are replace after 10 years

Electrical appliances and associated equipment are designed to carry specific electrical loads and 

perform this task within set temperature limits. It is not possible to state a specific temperature as 

being a fire risk. One should adhere to manufacturer’s advice. Production of heat from an electrical 

source is indicative of electrical resistance, the more resistance the more heat. Therefore abnormal 

heat production within a plug, cable or appliance may be indicative of a fault.

Most alarms emit 80 decibels. The recommendation for hearing impaired is a radio linked alarm 

linked to a strobe light and vibrating pad under the pillow. Alternatively for people with a sight or 

hearing impairment a linked Life Line alarm linked to the call centre which takes the onus away 

from the individual to make a call in an emergency situation.  

We recommend a minimum of one smoke alarm per floor and a carbon monoxide detector in the 

room of each appliance

How often should Heat alarms be replaced - validity?

Is it recommended to have a Smoke Alarm, Heat Alarm and Carbon Monoxide sensor in one at 

several positions in the house?

For audible alerts what's the minimum decibel, and what is recommended for people with lack of 

sight or hearing?

Statistics covering East Sussex of number of fires total and then fires due to electrical source i.e 

Overheating or electrical failure - list the appliances that causes the fires and the makes if 

possible. 

Number or percentage of overall fire incidents pertaining to cooking/ appliances/ misuse in East 

Sussex 

Information relating to fire instances in the Care Sector? If this is not possible please omit it.

Temperature range where fire risk is possible - overheating plugs, melting wires/connections - 

Most Heat Sensors trigger from 54C - is this the standard to set a Heat Sensor Trigger and is this a 

regulation?

Stats on fires alerted to by heat alarms and smoke alarms separately?

12 fires in Care homes due to electrial applainces

50 Primary fires in electrical appliances occurred due to 'Negligent use of equipment or appliance'



586

8 casualties taken to hospital with serious injuries

5

0

48% of acccidental dwelling fires caused by Cooking

• Public - serious injuries due to fire: 700

• Brigade personnel - fatalities: n/a 

• Brigade personnel - serious injuries due to fire: 7 

2. The main activity that causes accidental fires in dwellings is cooking (37% of all dwelling fires). 

I've been looking at the FOI on the internet and came across this for the London area - could I 

1. The information below is for the calendar year 2010: 

• The number of domestic (dwelling) fires (accidental and deliberate) was: 6,825 • Public - 
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